New Illustrated Manners And Customs Of The Bible
Synopsis
This fully illustrated encyclopedic guide to the Bible’s manners, customs, and times puts a wealth of information at your fingertips. Forty-six sections cover the people of the Bible and how they lived—from family life to law to transportation. This affordable one-volume resource offers over 6,000 topics and facts, making the wonders of Bible cultures more accessible than ever before.
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Customer Reviews
Nelson’s Bible Manners & Customs is a very solid addition to any serious Bible student’s library especially if one seeks a deeper knowledge and understanding of the cultural, economic, and socio-political environment of biblical times. It clearly explains how the people of these times lived and provides valuable information that will expand any student’s understanding of the Bible....

It is a well written book sharing many documented facts about daily life in Biblical times. Some are speculation, however they do a good job of pointing out those as such. If you enjoy researching the "whys" and "how comes" then you will like this one in your library.

I have found this book very interesting. When reading various passages in the Bible, you can go to this book and learn how the people lived with foods and customs of the times. Really enjoying it.

Great for Bible study.
This was a great buy. It was practically new, all pages in tact, the outside cover and book were unmarked or damaged. I recommend this person.

Great book - a must for any Bible teacher

Excellent book received promptly.
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